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“I ……” 

Hearing the old lady’s follow-up question, Gu Qiuyi pursed her lips, her heart was very difficult. 

But thinking of Ye Chen’s explanation, she could only lie stiffly, “I’m sorry Grandma …… I haven’t found 

Ye Chen’s brother for the time being …… …… ” 

When she said this, Gu Qiuyi clearly saw the glow in the old lady’s eyes instantly dim. 

She suddenly felt that it was too cruel to this kind-faced old man for her to say that. 

On the side, An Chongqiu sighed and asked her, “Miss Gu, you have also been looking for Chen’er?” 

“Yes……” Gu Qiuyi said seriously, “My father has been looking for brother Ye Chen for almost twenty 

years, in the south and north, almost everywhere.” 

The old lady said softly with a grateful face at this time, “Your Gu family is really kind and righteous, they 

haven’t forgotten Chen’er even after so many years, thank you …… I thought that we were the only ones 

still searching for Chen’er’s whereabouts, I didn’t expect that you had also searched for him for so long… 

…” 

I’ve been waiting for years to find Brother Ye Chen and officially marry him…” …” 

Hearing this, the old lady couldn’t help but tear up and choke up, “Good child …… for so many years, it’s 

been hard on you ……” 

Gu Qiuyi shook her head and said, “It’s not hard, I should ……” 

With that, Gu Qiuyi then kindly lied and said, “When I came to the United States for my concert tour this 

time, my father explained that I must come to see you and Grandpa when I have time, I took the liberty 

to come here this time, I hope I didn’t disturb you both ……” 

“How could I!” The old lady took Gu Qiuyi’s hand and said lovingly, “Although Chen’er has not yet been 

found, you are my grandson-in-law in my eyes!” 

Gu Qiuyi nodded hastily, her heart moved and ashamed. 

The old lady hurriedly introduced her, “Good child, grandma will introduce you, this is your great uncle, 

that is third uncle and sister-in-law, second uncle had something to do with your grandfather, so he 

didn’t come down to greet you.” 

Gu Qiuyi hurriedly asked, “Grandma, can I see Grandpa?” 

The old lady’s eyes misted up and she choked up, “Your grandfather is very sick and has been in a coma 

……” 

As she said that, she remembered something and hurriedly said, “Good child, come with me, I will take 

you to see your grandfather, maybe he will be better if he hears that you are here ……” 



Gu Qiuyi hurriedly then followed the old lady as well as the others to the An family’s medical centre. 

Just as they reached the entrance of the ICU, An Kaifeng heard the commotion and rushed out, 

impatiently asking the old lady, “Mom, is Chen’er back?!” 

The old lady shook her head and pulled Gu Qiuyi to introduce her, “Kai Feng, this girl is Miss Gu from 

Yanjing, she is the fiancée your sister had arranged for Chen’er back then, she came here specifically to 

see me and your father today.” 

An Kaifeng’s heart became very disappointed all of a sudden, but he was still very polite to Gu Qiuyi and 

spoke, “Hello Miss Gu!” 

The old lady said to Gu Qiuyi again, “Good child, this is your second uncle.” 

Gu Qiuyi nodded and said politely, “Hello, second uncle!” 

An Kaifeng hurriedly said, “Well, well, well, you haven’t had dinner yet, have you? Let your sister-in-law 

arrange something for you later, and have something to eat first.” 

Gu Qiuyi said, “No need, second uncle, I ate on the plane when I came here.” 

As she said that, Gu Qiuyi asked, “Can I go in and see Grandpa?” 
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The old lady said, “Come on, child, grandma will take you in.” 

After saying this, she was ready to take Gu Qiuyi’s hand and walk into the ICU. 

But unexpectedly, at this moment, a doctor suddenly exclaimed, “The blood pressure and heart rate are 

dropping too fast! Quickly prepare the defibrillator!” 

Everyone was instantly startled by this shout, and all at once, everyone gathered around the hospital 

bed. 

An Qishan’s attending doctor spoke up at this time, “We can’t put on the defibrillator, in his current 

condition, the defibrillator will only cause him to suffer harm for nothing before he goes, his body is 

already at its limit ……” 

The doctor, seeing that the ECG was almost on the verge of pulling into a straight line, asked in a panic, 

“Director, are we really not going to resuscitate?” 

The director then looked at the old lady and said very seriously, “Madam, if we still resuscitate the old 

man now, we can at most delay his death for a few minutes or even a few minutes, whether it is a 

defibrillator or chest compressions, it will only make the old man’s death more painful in his last 

moments. 

The old lady nodded gently, wiped away her tears and choked up, “All of you go out, let me and the 

children stay with him for the rest of the day.” 

At these words, several of the An family’s sons and daughters, as well as a host of grandchildren, bowed 

their heads and cried bitterly. 



The director knew that the old lady had already made up her mind and nodded slightly with great 

understanding, giving a wink to the few medical staff around her, then said to the old lady, “Madam, we 

will go out first, if you need anything you can call us at any time.” 

Seeing that the old man was nearing the end of his life, Gu Qiuyi hurriedly said at this time, “Grandma, I 

…… have a medicine …… that might be able to save Grandpa’s life… …” 

The old lady gave a bitter smile and said gratefully, “Good child, thank you, your grandfather really can’t 

pa*s this hurdle this time, no medicine can possibly save him, let him go quietly.” 

Saying that, she added very seriously, “Good child, you are Chen’er’s fiancée, in my eyes you are my own 

family, if you are not afraid, stay here with grandma.” 

Gu Qiuyi hurriedly took out the Blood Dispersing Heart Saving Pill that Ye Chen had given her and said 

very eagerly, “Grandma, this medicine is the Blood Dispersing Heart Saving Pill, my father got it by 

chance, at that time he was suffering from advanced pancreatic cancer, he was completely cured after 

taking only one of these pills, there was still this last one left, he let me take it with me just in case, this 

medicine is really very effective, you Just let Grandpa try it!” 

“Blood dispersing and heart saving pills?” When the An family heard this, they couldn’t help but look at 

each other in disbelief. 

In fact, apart from the old lady and An Chongqiu, the rest of the An family did not believe in any magic 

pills. 

Just now, when Grandmaster Hong took out the Life Renewing Pill that he had treasured for many years, 

everyone had witnessed with their own eyes that this kind of elixir really had little effect, so at this time 

when Gu Qiuyi took out the Blood Dispersing and Heart Saving Pill, everyone naturally instinctively 

thought that this thing, like the Life Renewing Pill just now, would not have any substantial effect. 

So, seeing that An Qishan’s breathing had become extremely weak and the heaving of his chest was 

barely visible, the old lady cried out in pain and politely declined, “My child, you should keep this 

medicine for yourself, in your grandfather’s condition, no medicine will help, let him go quietly.” 

Gu Qiuyi said anxiously, “Grandma, this medicine is really different from ordinary medicine, my father 

was treated in the United States for pancreatic cancer, and he used all the high-end medical treatments 

in the United States to no avail. 

If you don’t believe me, you can always search the internet for news about my father. His name is Gu 

Yanzhong!” 
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Gu Yanzhong’s affairs are unknown in the rich and powerful circles of the country. 

However, although the Gu family was large in the country, it was still somewhat above the An family. 

Therefore, the old lady didn’t even have much of an impression of Gu Yanzhong as a person, and 

naturally knew nothing about him being sick and recovering. 



However, when she saw that Gu Qiuyi was telling the truth, and that Gu Qiuyi was indeed married to her 

grandson, the old lady was already very fond of her, so she couldn’t help but believe her a little. 

However, at this moment, the old lady was still more or less uncertain, so she looked outside at the 

Heavenly Master Hong, who had been whispering with his fingers, and asked reverently, “Heavenly 

Master Hong, what do you think?” 

Heavenly Master Hong opened his eyes and sighed, “Supreme Taiyi Heavenly Father, Mr. An’s qi has run 

out, even my Daoist divine pill, the Life-Sustaining Pill, cannot save him from the fire, in my poor 

opinion, I am afraid that there is no more pill that can save him in this world ……” 

Hearing these words, Gu Qiuyi immediately said, “This Blood Dispersing and Heart Saving Pill can 

definitely cure Old Mr. An!” 

Master Hong shook his head slightly and said seriously, “This girl, I am not going to lie to you, poor Dao 

has been practicing for seventy years, but I have never heard of such a miraculous elixir in this world.” 

As the saying goes, all things in this world must follow the laws of nature. As the saying goes, death is 

like the extinction of a lamp. 

The old lady had believed in Taoism all her life and held the four words ‘Taoist law of nature’ in high 

esteem. Hearing Master Hong say that the old man was about to be reborn in the Pure Land, she was 

hesitant. 

At that moment, An Qishan’s physical state was already on the verge of death, and it was likely that he 

would pa*s away in the next second. 

At this moment, An Chongqiu looked at Heavenly Master Hong and asked, “Has Heavenly Master ever 

heard of a rejuvenation pill that can make a person ten or twenty years younger with just one pill?” 

The so-called Spring Return Pill is just something made up in folk tales. Although all Taoists aspire to live 

forever in the flesh, the poor Taoist knows in his heart that there are some good hopes that can never 

be realized. ……” 

When An Chongqiu heard this, he said in a cold voice, “I thought that my mother had great trust in you, 

so you must have something outstanding, but today I realized that although you are already old, you are 

still sitting on your hands and watching the sky.” 

After saying that, he looked at Gu Qiuyi and spoke, “Miss Gu, how should I take this medicine?” 

Recalling what Ye Chen had explained, Gu Qiuyi hurriedly said, “Just put it directly into your mouth, this 

medicine is instantly melted in your mouth.” 

Saying that, she put the Blood Dispersing and Heart Saving Pill into An Chongqiu’s hand and urged, 

“Please make sure you are quick, otherwise it will be too late!” 

An Chongqiu nodded heavily, took three or two steps to the hospital bed, and put the pill into An 

Qishan’s mouth. 

If it were in the past, An Chongqiu would definitely not believe in any miracle pills. 



However, after a trip to China, he thoroughly realised how narrow-minded he had been before. 

The miraculous effects of the Spring Return Pill had completely overturned his perception of this world. 

Although An Chongqiu had seen the miraculous effects of the Spring Return Pill, he actually did not quite 

believe that this so-called Blood Dispersing and Heart Saving Pill of Gu Qiuyi could have similar effects. 

However, Hong Tian Shi’s words made him realise that in this world, there were plenty of people who 

sat on the fence and watched the sky. 

Whether it was Hong Tian Shi who had been a monk for seventy years, or himself who had lived for fifty 

years. 

Therefore, at times like this, one should definitely not use one’s own experience to look at things. 

Otherwise, one would probably make the same mistake as the Hong Heavenly Master. 

It was because of this that he had decided that no matter what, he had to try this blood dispersal and 

heart saving pill. 

Because, this was already his father’s last hope. 

The old lady did not expect that her son would be so rude to Grandmaster Hong, but when she thought 

that Gu Qiuyi was her grandson’s fiancée, she felt that she should not take such a good girl at face value. 
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Seeing that An Chongqiu had already put the elixir into her husband’s mouth, she said nothing. 

In her heart, she would not blame her son, or Gu Qiuyi, no matter whether the elixir had any effect or 

not. 

Everyone in the family was determined to make the family better, even Gu Qiuyi, whom she had met for 

the first time, had been kind to the An family, so no matter what the outcome was, she was able to 

accept it openly. 

At this moment, deep down, the majority of people have already given up their struggle. 

Only Gu Qiuyi and An Chongqiu were the only two who were incredibly nervous. 

While shaking his head with a sigh, Heavenly Master Hong continued to close his eyes and recite 

something related to the Infinite Sky Dweller under his breath. 

The blood dispersing and heart saving pill, by now, was already melting rapidly in An Qishan’s mouth, 

and the medicinal effects were beginning to spread towards his body. 

But at this very moment, his already extremely weak heartbeat finally stopped completely. 

On the monitoring equipment, the column of the electrocardiogram instantly turned into a straight line, 

and the machine emitted an ear-piercing alarm sound as a result. 

At this moment, all the An family’s hopes were completely dashed. 

The old lady could not control herself at once and hid her face in tears. 



Even An Chongqiu completely lost hope and lowered his head in agony. 

The corners of Hong Tian Shi’s mouth twitched slightly, and then he changed his silent recitation to 

reading aloud, saying in an impa*sioned and loud voice: “At that time, the Heavenly Father who saves 

suffering fills the ten realms with his presence! With his mighty power, he rescues all beings from their 

lost paths! All sentient beings are unaware, as if they were blind! The sun! Moon!” 

This is the “Tai Shang Dong Xuan Spiritual Treasure Sutra for the Salvation of Suffering”, a sutra used by 

the Daoists to transcend the spirits of the dead. 

At this moment, Master Hong recited it to let the An family know that he would use his profound Daoist 

teachings to escort An Qishan to the Pure Land. 

Gu Qiuyi was horrified at this moment. 

She had never expected that the blood dispersal and heart saving pill given by Ye Chen would not be 

able to save An Qishan’s life. 

She even blamed herself thinking that she must have delivered the medicine a little late, if she had been 

a little faster, perhaps there would still be hope for the old man. 

However, she had underestimated the efficacy of the Blood Dispersing and Heart Saving Pill. 

This medicine, although it could not make a person twenty years younger, had a very powerful effect in 

saving lives. 

The reason it was called the Blood Dispersing and Heart Saving Pill was because, even if the heart 

stopped beating and the blood in the whole body lost power, as long as the body and brain had not 

completely died, it could save it! 

After all, a stopped heart is not a criterion for judging a person’s death. 

Very often, even if the heart stops, it can be restored through CPR and AED defibrillation. 

Of course, once the cardiac arrest has gone beyond the threshold and triggered organ and brain death, 

there is really nothing that can be done to save the person. 

The doctors gave up on the idea of resuscitation and placed their hands on their chests and bowed their 

heads in silence. 

All that remained in the ward were the painful sobs of the An family and the ear-splitting beeping of the 

monitors. 

So, while the An family and Gu Qiuyi were both grieving, the straight line on the monitor screen, which 

had been stretched out, suddenly burst into an imperceptible rise and fall! 

However, this imperceptible undulation was not seen by anyone. 

But then, immediately after that undulation, the ECG again showed an even larger undulation! 

And at that moment, the long beeping alarm from the monitor suddenly stopped …… 
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The incessant beeping just now was too piercing, so much so that after it suddenly disappeared, 

everyone involuntarily turned their attention to the monitor at that instant. 

At that moment, the impa*sioned chanting of Sutra by Master Hong also came to an abrupt end. 

Originally, he had wanted to use his own scriptures to see An Qishan off for the last time, but he had 

never thought that such a thing could have gone sideways! 

Before the An family could understand what had happened, they heard the attending doctor pointing at 

the ECG, which had begun to rise and fall, and said in excited ecstasy, “Master’s heartbeat has returned! 

Master’s heartbeat has returned!!!” 

Only then did the crowd see that the ECG line, which had been flattened, had begun to ripple, and the 

amplitude was getting bigger and bigger! 

The old lady was even more excited as she rushed forward. She saw that her husband’s chest had 

started to rise and fall with breathing, and her whole body was even more surprised. She hurriedly 

stepped forward to grab her husband’s hand and cried, “Qishan …… can you hear me? ” 

The doctor hurriedly stepped forward and said, “Madam, don’t get too excited, the master’s heartbeat 

is only restored now, it’s not sure how far his body can recover yet, so we still have to do a systematic 

examination of the master!” 

Saying that, he couldn’t help but remind, “Madam, Master’s health condition is so poor, in case Master 

has a hard time waking up, you should also be mentally prepared ……” 

The old lady asked nervously, “Will he really not wake up?” 

The doctor said very seriously, “I can’t guarantee you on this matter, after all, His Lordship’s health 

condition is really too unpromising ……” 

At this point, he hurriedly changed his expression to one of determination again and said offhandedly, 

“But don’t worry, we will do everything we can to treat your lord!” 

As soon as the doctor’s words fell, he heard An Chongqiu suddenly exclaim with the utmost excitement, 

“Dad has woken up!!!” 

The crowd, who had been listening to the doctor with nervous faces, heard An Chongqiu’s shout and 

hurriedly looked towards the hospital bed. 

When they saw him, they were all dumbstruck! 

An Qishan, who had been in a coma for a long time and had even died once, had actually opened his 

eyes! 

At this moment, everyone could see his eyes turning from side to side, as if he was also surveying the 

crowd. 

The old lady was overjoyed and was about to shush her, but suddenly she heard An Qishan open his 

mouth and ask, “What’s wrong with me ……?!” 



The old lady burst into tears and grabbed An Qishan’s hand, choking back sobs, “Don’t you remember? 

You fell down in the bathroom earlier, the doctor said you had a very serious brain bleed, and your body 

indicators were so poor that there was almost no way to treat it, and just now, your heart stopped ……” 

When she said this, the old lady burst into tears. 

The other children and grandchildren of the An family could not help but choke up as well. 

An Chongqiu said, “Dad, if Miss Gu hadn’t come in time and given you the family’s treasured miracle 

medicine, you might have really left us ……” 

“Miss Gu?” An Qishan was surprised and asked, “Which Miss Gu?” 

An Chongqiu hurriedly pointed at Gu Qiuyi and introduced, “Dad, this is Miss Gu.” 

Saying that, he added, “By the way dad, Miss Gu is Chen’s fiancee!” 

An Qishan’s entire face looked at him in bewilderment as he opened his mouth and asked, “Chen’er?! 

Which Chen’er? Is it my grandson, Chen’er?!” 

An Chongqiu nodded his head and hurriedly said, “Yes dad, it’s your grandson Chen’er.” 

Saying that, he hurriedly pointed at Gu Qiuyi and said to An Qishan, “Dad, this is Miss Gu, she is the one 

that my sister arranged for Chen’er’s marriage back then, do you know about this?” 
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The old lady at the side also hurriedly said, “Qishan, do you still remember what I told you before? 

Chengqing told me at that time that Chang Ying had a particularly good brother who had a daughter 

who was a little younger than Chen’er, and the two families had arranged a baby marriage for the child.” 

An Qishan nodded: “I remember …… I remember ……” 

He said, with a puzzled look on his face, “But …… but Chen’er is only eight years old this year …… he …… 

how could he have such an old fiancée ……” 

When the crowd heard this, their expressions instantly got sad again. 

Originally, everyone thought that the old man had the help of the divine elixir, and perhaps the previous 

Alzheimer’s disease was also cured by the divine elixir all together. 

However, once they heard him say that Chen’er was only eight years old, they immediately realised that 

his memory was still stuck in the time when his eldest daughter An Chengqi had an accident. 

So An Chongqiu choked out, “Dad, don’t you realise that Mum and us are both getting old?” 

Only then did An Qishan understand and said in a panic, “What’s wrong with you …… guys? Hui Yin, 

Chong Qiu, Kai Feng …… how come you have all aged so much?” 

After saying that, he couldn’t help but look at An Zhaonan and An Youyou and said with trepidation, 

“They …… both of them are ……” 



An Chongqiu held back his tears, pulled An Zhaonan and An Youyou to him, and introduced them, “Dad! 

This is Zhaonan, this is Youyou, they have also both grown up …… not the teenage and twenty year old 

lads and little girls they used to be!” 

An Qishan was full of doubts and muttered, “This …… is what’s going on ……” 

An Chongqiu was busy saying, “Dad! It’s not 20 years ago anymore …… my sister and my brother-in-law, 

they’ve also been gone for 20 years …… Chen’er has also been missing for 20 years ……” 

An Qishan asked with an incredulous look on his face, “What did you say?! You’re saying that Chengqi 

has been gone for twenty years?!” 

“Yes ……” An Chongqiu pointed to his face, “Dad, I’m fifty years old this year ……” 

An Qishan froze for a moment, then burst into a rage and shouted angrily, “A bunch of trash! Twenty 

years have pa*sed and you haven’t even gotten Chen’er back? How can I meet Chengqi after I die? How 

can I explain to Chengqi?” 

The crowd fell silent for a moment. 

At a time like this, no one knew how to answer the old man’s question. 

It was the old lady who spoke up in tears, “Qishan, all these years everyone has been looking for 

Chen’er, Chong Qiu is looking, Kai Feng is looking, Zhaonan and Yo Yo are also looking, even you have 

been looking, but you just never found Chen’er’s whereabouts ……” 

An Qishan’s expression became painful as he hid his face and said, “I am to blame for all of this …… All of 

it is my fault!” 

The old lady hastily stroked his hand and sobbed, “Qishan, you’ve been blaming yourself for twenty 

years, it’s hard to come back from the ghost gate, don’t torture yourself anymore, those things 

happened back then, it wasn’t all your fault ……” 

An Qishan gently shook his head, then he suddenly remembered something, excitedly looked at Gu 

Qiuyi, while struggling to sit up, while off the cuff asked: “Little girl …… you …… you said you are 

Chen’er’s fiancee …… then you …… then have you found Chen’er?!” 

Gu Qiuyi saw that the old man had just walked through the ghost gate, and at this time was 

extraordinarily concerned about Ye Chen’s whereabouts, so she really did not want to tell a lie to 

deceive him. 

However, once she thought of Ye Chen’s explanation, she could only say helplessly, “I’m sorry Grandpa 

…… we haven’t found Ye Chen’s brother’s whereabouts yet.” 

Hearing these words, the excitement in An Qishan’s eyes dimmed considerably. 

He could not help but shed two lines of hot tears and choked, “I, as a grandfather, have not been able to 

find Chen’s whereabouts for so many years, but ended up at the ghost gate, but was saved by Chen’s 

fiancee …… ashamed …… ashamed ah ……” 
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At this point, An Qishan’s heart was overwhelmed with emotion. 

Immediately afterwards, he took off his oxygen mask, then clasped his hands and bowed slightly to Gu 

Qiuyi, and said gratefully, “Miss Gu, you have saved my life, as the saying goes, a great kindness is not 

thanked, and I, An Qishan, do not like to say any empty words or platitudes, I can only promise you one 

thing, whenever you need me in the future, no one in the An family will dare I can only promise you one 

thing. 

As soon as An Chongqiu heard these words, as the eldest son of the An family, he also immediately 

bowed towards Gu Qiuyi with a fist and said respectfully, “Miss Gu, in the future, if you have any needs 

for the An family, you can directly instruct me!” 

Gu Qiuyi did not expect that both of Ye Chen’s elders would bow to her, and was instantly a bit terrified, 

and quickly said, “Both of you are Ye Chen’s brother’s elders, and also my elders, don’t be so polite …… 

these… …these are all things I should do ……” 

The old lady said gratefully, “Good boy …… such a miraculous elixir, in anyone’s hands it would be a 

treasure worth a fortune …… for you to take it out to us so generously is our An family’s great 

benefactor ……” 

Saying that, she couldn’t help but sigh, “At the beginning, Chengqi said that your Gu family is 

affectionate and righteous, I really didn’t expect that your Gu family hasn’t given up looking for Chen’er 

for so many years …… Really affectionate and righteous …… ” 

Gu Qiuyi smiled faintly and said with a bit of shyness, “My parents have told me since I was a child that I 

was to marry brother Ye Chen when I grew up, so in my heart, he has always been my fiancé, and finding 

him and marrying him is a belief I have held on to for twenty years.” 

When Gu Qiuyi said this, the An family all sighed and sighed. 

The old lady’s eyes were moist and she couldn’t help but choke up, “So many years have pa*sed, I 

wonder where Chen’er is now ……” 

The old lady looked at Gu Qiuyi and asked, “Good girl, you’ve been waiting for Chen’er for so long, don’t 

your parents have a problem with that?” 

Gu Qiuyi spat out her tongue and said seriously, “Grandma, my parents would really have a problem if I 

didn’t wait for brother Ye Chen, they both feel that brother Ye Chen is the only place I belong and have 

been convinced for so many years that they will definitely find brother Ye Chen.” 

The old lady was touched beyond words and took Gu Qiuyi’s hand, saying seriously, “Good child, 

whether or not Chen’er can be found, you are still grandma’s grandson-in-law in her heart! When your 

grandfather recovers a bit, we will pay a visit to your home and meet your parents, and make sure to 

thank them in person for all the efforts they have put in to find Chen’er over the years, and even more 

so for raising such an outstanding girl!” 

Without thinking, she took off an extremely fine imperial green jade bracelet from her wrist and handed 

it to Gu Qiuyi, saying earnestly, “Good child, this bracelet was pa*sed down from my mother’s family’s 

ancestors, put it on, just as a little gift from grandma to you!” 



This jadeite bracelet, in the eyes of those who do not know jadeite, is just a bracelet, even more 

expensive, I am afraid it is not expensive. 

However, for those who really know jadeite, this bracelet is already the ceiling of the whole jadeite field. 

There are many varieties of jadeite pits, many colours, and many more, but all those who play jadeite 

recognise that imperial green is the king of the jadeite varieties. 

There is only one material in a million that can reach the imperial green level, and there are very few 

that can be made into a bracelet. 
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Unlike metal, jadeite is a naturally occurring stone with a wide variety of colours, most of which can vary 

greatly within the material and are extremely susceptible to cracks, mottled colours and cotton-like 

flocculence within. 

Generally speaking, there is only one in a million imperial green pieces of this colour, and the chances of 

finding a large piece of imperial green that can be made into a bracelet, and one that is full green, crack-

free, cotton-free and flocculent-free, are literally one in a billion. 

The old lady’s bracelet, a genuine old pit gla*s imperial green from back in the day and handed down 

from the palace during the Qing dynasty, has been handed down so well that its value has long since 

exceeded hundreds of millions of dollars. 

Among jadeite players, that bracelet, which exists only in legend and is worth five billion RMB, is exactly 

this one. 

Although Gu Qiuyi did not know anything about jadeite, just by looking at the colour of this bracelet she 

could guess that it was worth a lot of money, so she quickly pushed it away, “Grandma, how can I want 

something from you ……” 

The old lady said seriously, “Son, you are Chen’s fiancée, and this is the first time you come to the 

house, according to our rules, you must not be short of a meeting gift! This is what I, as a grandmother, 

give to you, the future grandson-in-law, as a meeting gift!” 

On the other side, An Qishan also hurriedly said, “A gift must be given! Chongqiu, go and find the title of 

the courtyard in Crow’s Hutong in Yanjing and transfer the house to Miss Gu’s name!” 

An Chongqiu nodded in a hurry. 

An Qishan then said to Gu Qiuyi, “Miss Gu, the courtyard in Crow’s Hutong has three rooms and three 

exits, and all the beams and pillars are made of golden silk nan wood. Nanmu alone is now worth 

billions!” 

The old lady on the side said helplessly, “Qishan, that was forty years ago ……” 

Due to the lack of efficacy of the medicine, the Blood Dispersing Heart Saving Pill saved An Qishan’s life, 

but his symptoms of Alzheimer’s disease did not lessen, so his perception of time, too, was basically 

stuck in the state of twenty years ago. 



Gu Qiuyi at this point waved her hands in fear and said in a terrified voice, “Grandfather …… I can’t take 

such a valuable thing ……” 

“What can’t.” An Qishan blurted out, “This mansion was originally intended to be left to Chen’er, now 

that Chen’er has not been found, and Chen’er’s fiancée has been found first, then this mansion will 

naturally be half yours, you take it first, and when you find Chen’er, you will use it as your new house!” 

Said, he rubbed his head, can’t help but say: “just Chen’er just eight years old …… marriage is afraid to 

wait for some more years, in addition you are so much older than Chen’er, after the marriage, don’t 

bully him …… ” 

When the old lady heard this, she hurriedly said, “Qishan, didn’t I tell you, it’s already twenty years later, 

and if Chen’er was still alive, he would have been twenty-eight this year!” 

“Huh?” An Qishan was stunned and said, “Chen’er is twenty-eight years old? When did that happen, 

didn’t he just celebrate his eighth birthday?” 

After that, An Qishan’s expression was stunned and his eyes were red as he said, “Chengqi …… Chengqi 

…… is all my fault …… don’t worry, I’ll give up my I’ll give up my life to get Chen’er back ……” 

The old lady saw that An Qishan was in agony and her own heart was also cut like a knife, she hurriedly 

said to the people, “He’s getting confused again, let’s go out first, don’t disturb him here ……” 

Chapter 4279 

For the An family, they had long been used to An Qishan’s symptoms. 

Knowing that his memory loss was very serious, everyone tried very hard at first to help him recover the 

memories in his brain, but it turned out that the situation was just wishful thinking on everyone’s part. 

An Qishan had actually lost all his memories of the last 20 years, and even if they tried to help him 

remember, it would be impossible for him to recall a single event that had happened in the past 20 

years. 

So, at first, the An family had to find ways to explain to An Qishan every day, telling him the real time in 

reality and what he had forgotten. 

But over time, they found that this did not have any effect. 

There were times when the family gathered around him for a whole day to talk at length before he 

accepted the reality. 

But before long, he would forget everything everyone had told him and go back to his previous state 

again. 

So, An Qishan’s current state was back to the one he had been in 20 years ago, back to the one he had 

been in shortly after Ye Chen’s family had come into being. 

In this situation, there was no point in continuing to explain to An Qishan, and the old lady did not want 

his brain to be forced to accept a large number of things that shocked him. 

At this time, An Qishan said with a sad face, “All of you go out, leave me alone.” 



All of them looked at the old lady. 

The old lady sighed helplessly and said to the crowd, “Let’s all go out.” 

With the old lady’s order, everyone retreated from the ICU ward. 

The old lady kept holding Gu Qiuyi’s hand and said with a loving face, “Good child, this is your first time 

at home today, you must stay at home for two days!” 

Gu Qiuyi was busy saying, “Grandma, I can’t stay at home for a long time this time because my concert 

will start soon and I have to fly back to New York overnight to prepare for the concert.” 

Saying that, she looked at the time and said, “Grandma, it’s already late, so it’s almost time for me to go 

back to New York.” 

The old lady said reluctantly, “You’ve come so far, how can you rush back in the middle of the night, 

there’s nothing for you to do in the middle of the night, at least stay at home for a day and go back 

tomorrow morning!” 

Gu Qiuyi said with an apologetic face, “Sorry, Grandma, I really have too much to do, I have to do the 

final rehearsal in the morning, if I go back in the morning, then I will lose all the time in the morning.” 

To Gu Qiuyi, going back to Ye Chen as soon as possible was the most important thing for her at the 

moment. 

As soon as the old lady heard her words, she immediately said, “Then grandma will go with you! I’m 

relieved that your grandfather survived, so I can accompany you to New York and see your concert by 

the way.” 

Hearing this, Gu Qiuyi’s heart felt nervous. 

She knew that Ye Chen did not want to meet with the An family yet, and he had promised her that he 

would go to her concert to support her. 

If the An family members also went, it was likely that they would recognise Ye Chen because of his eight 

or nine point resemblance to Ye Chang Ying’s face. 

So, she took the old lady’s arm and said petulantly, “Aiya Grandma, I don’t want you to follow me from 

the West Coast to the East Coast in the middle of the night, in fact, I have many concert tours in the 

United States, after I’m done with the East Coast, the 1st stop on the West Coast is Los Angeles, at that 

time I won’t quite come to visit my home and will also give you VIP tickets and invite you to my concert, 

is that OK?” 

The old lady was a little shaken for a moment. 

However, when she thought that Gu Qiuyi would be leaving overnight, she was extremely reluctant to 

leave, and she could not help but choke up and say, “Good child, grandma really can’t let you go, you 

don’t know that grandma has been holding back a lot of words all these years, but she has not told 

anyone, she is waiting to tell Chen’er face to face when she finds him …… ” 



The old lady gently wiped away her tears and sighed, “But Chen’er is still missing, I don’t even know if I’ll 

live to see the day he returns, these words, I can only tell you, in case I don’t live to see Chen’er return in 

the future, you can at least help grandma relay them to him!” 

Chapter 4280 

Gu Qiuyi immediately said with certainty, “Grandma, you must not be so pessimistic, I believe it won’t 

take long to find brother Ye Chen, and when that time comes, the two of us will come to see you 

together!” 

The old lady nodded and clutched Gu Qiuyi’s hand, saying very seriously, “Good child, don’t lie to 

grandma, when you come to Los Angeles next time, don’t go anywhere, fly over to see grandma first, 

okay?” 

“Okay!” Gu Qiuyi hurriedly agreed and said, “Grandma, don’t worry, I’ll land on the runway directly in 

front of your house, just like today!” 

The old lady then felt better and pulled her along, “Even if you’re leaving tonight, you can’t just leave at 

this time, your uncles and aunts are all meeting you for the first time, so you have to take some time to 

sit down and have a good chat, besides, these elders haven’t prepared a gift for you yet, so you have to 

wait until you’ve received the gift before you leave! ” 

After saying that, the old lady said, “Come on, let’s go upstairs and sit in the parlour for a while!” 

Gu Qiuyi hurriedly waved her hand: “Grandma …… I really don’t want any gifts ……” 

The old lady shook her head and said, “You just go with grandma, here, listen to everything grandma 

arranges.” 

Seeing this, Gu Qiuyi had no choice but to agree for the time being. 

At that moment, the attending doctor quickly stepped forward and asked very respectfully, “Miss Gu, 

can I take the liberty of asking you what kind of medicine you gave to Master?” 

Gu Qiuyi said, “Didn’t I say that it was a blood dispersing and heart saving pill?” 

“Blood dispersing and heart saving pills?!” The attending doctor asked in astonishment, “Is it a Chinese 

medicine?” 

Gu Qiuyi said proudly, “Of course.” 

The attending doctor asked nervously, “Miss Gu doesn’t know if you still have any Blood Dispersing and 

Heart Saving Pill in your hand, if so, I have a favor to ask, that is, can you please give me a little bit of the 

Blood Dispersing and Heart Saving Pill, I want to go for a test to see what the ingredients of such a 

miraculous medicine are made of.” 

Gu Qiuyi shook her head and said, “Sorry, I only have that one blood dispersing and heart saving pill.” 

The attending doctor was still undeterred and pursued, “Think carefully again if there is any stock left 

somewhere, or if your father still has any spare Blood Dispersing Heart Saving Pills in his possession, if 

so, I would like to work with you to try to restore the Blood Dispersing Heart Saving Pill!” 



To this attending doctor, his outlook today had been completely overturned by the unparalleled healing 

effects of the Blood Dispersing and Heart Saving Pill. 

If this medicine could be cracked and put into ma*s production, he was afraid that he would win all the 

Nobel prizes, and he might even be immortalized in the world. 

However, Gu Qiuyi did not give him any chance and said apologetically, “It is true that there was only 

that moment when the Blood Dispersing and Heart Saving Pill was available, perhaps there is still a 

survival in the world, but it is certainly not in my possession.” 

The doctor still wanted to pursue the question, but the old lady became a little upset and said coldly, 

“Why are you always chasing after Miss Gu and asking questions instead of going to take good care of 

the old man?” 

The doctor was dumbfounded by the old madam’s question and quickly said respectfully, “Please don’t 

worry madam, I’ll go back and take care of the master ……. 

The old lady didn’t say anything more, and that doctor didn’t dare to continue to pester, and hurriedly 

turned around and went back to the ICU ward. 

Just as the old lady took this Gu Qiuyi’s out of the door, Hong Tian Shi, who had not spoken, also 

hurriedly caught up, saying with a face of reverence and solicitude, “Miss Gu, poor Taoist also wants to 

know where that blood dispersing heart saving pills actually came from ……” 

 


